Chapter 10
The Bottom Line on Where to Survive

Our Opinion You asked for it, and we are going to give it you.
This is the ULTIMATE guide to the BEST, SAFEST, and overall most AWESOME safe
haven countries to expatriate to. Read and reread this often, to gain insights to why these
countries are placed in this order!
NOTE: FOR GREATER DETAILS AND INSIGHTS TO THE TOP 7 SAFE HAVENS,
CONSIDER SUBSCRIBING TO ESCAPE INSIDER. EVERY PRO AND CON IS LISTED
FOR THESE 7 SAFE HAVENS, WHICH GIVES A COMPREHENSIVE PERSEPCTIVE
THAT IS NOT PRESENTED HERE.
For decades I have helped thousands of people expatriate through the information provided
on this website. I continually learn new things, on a daily basis. This is a good thing. I spend
hours a day doing research, and this research helps me understand all the variables in helping
YOU choose a safe haven that really IS a safe haven.
The 100 survival categories that determine the numbers of each of the world’s 200 countries
is detailed and complete. HOWEVER, each survival category is NOT equal in importance to
your survival. Therefore, I have chosen to include several other very IMPORTANT factors
into determining the top 10 survival countries that are your best choices for a safe haven.
This includes things like immigration (is it ‘easy’ or really hard to immigrate to?) I.E. :
Even if the country can provide safety from world war, starvation, natural disasters, and other dangerous factors, but it is nearly impossible to get into, or the government makes you
jump through hoops and loops and then still denies you entrance – should not that country be
knocked down a few notches?
How are the locals (do they welcome and help immigrants or ‘hate’ and despise immigrants,
making it difficult to live in that kind of environment? I. E. : If you moved to a safe haven
but the locals made your life miserable, (and they can if they really want to), should that country not be lower on the list than an identical country in the 100 survival categories, yet has
very kind and helpful locals?
Is the crime so bad that it is already too dangerous to live in NOW, let alone during a major
collapse or catastrophe? Again, as an example: Even though the country rates high in the 200
survival categories, yet living there now puts your life at risk due to violent crime (murder,
rape, aggravated assault, and robbery), should that country still rank higher than a similar safe
haven with very little violent crime?
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I also put into the equation the ease of traveling to and from the US (and Europe for my
European clients) to the expat country. For example: It can take up to 24 hours to get to New
Zealand or Australia from parts of the US or Europe. It takes around 12 hours to get to Uruguay, Chile, or Argentina. But it only takes 3 and half hours to get to Costa Rica from Houston. The cost of a 1st class ticket to New Zealand costs around $15,000 to $18,000, around
$4,000 to the three southern South American countries mentioned, but to Costa Rica it is only
around $1,000 (for a 1st class ticket.) Many expats have told me that their relatives WOULD
join them at their safe haven if it wasn’t so far away from the USA. Should not this be taken
into consideration? NOTE: Economy fares are similar in disparity.
The language issue is also addressed and added into the mix in The Bottom Line. My audience, listenership, and readership speaks mostly English. Places where people speak English,
either as 1st language or 2nd language makes it much easier to immigrate to. Understand the
points?
And I can go on and on with all the variables that I have included in The Bottom Line. What
I have done with The Bottom Line is ADD the MAIN concerns that YOU and other expats
have mentioned to me, as well as the IMPORTANT things that make living and moving
to another country VIABLE.
Think about moving to a safe haven and you are the ONLY US expat living in the area.
Now think about moving to a safe haven and there are communities of like-minded expats
from all over the world that have similar feelings, goals, and lifestyles as you do. Which safe
have would you want to live in?
As I have repeated many times, there are many survival pros and cons for every country, but
sticking with the top 7 to 10 safe havens is what I advise you to do.
If you haven’t already, we suggest reading our “Best Of” and “Worst Of” series. These series
are incredibly informative. If your personal likes and dislikes are different from ours, this will
give you an excellent inside scoop to where you will be the happiest, along with more security.
These two series also allow you to incorporate your personal feelings or knowledge about the
future and come away with your personal insights and opinions on which country is the best
to expatriate to. Here are a few examples of why you MUST peruse our “Best Of” and “Worst
Of” series:
Do you seriously believe in global climate change? Do you think that hurricanes, earthquakes,
rising sea levels, fires, drought, famine, and a warmer climate for most of the world is going to
have devastating effects on survivability? Then use our “Natural Disaster” “Best Of” (where
are there few natural disasters) and our “Worst Of” (where natural disasters will increase and
kill millions) to give you the knowledge of the good and bad countries in this category.
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Are you really rich or really poor? Our “Best Of” series allows you to know where your dollar
will go the farthest, and what quality of living you can expect on what kind of budget.
Are you fearful of getting one mosquito bite and dying (or suffering greatly) of malaria or
some other disease? Our series lists all the diseases that are life threatening and informs you
of the countries that are free from these diseases and those in which you have a greater chance
of getting one of the dozen or so diseases that could radically change your life, for the worse.
Don’t believe there will ever be World War III? Not concerned about violence from civil
conflicts? Or maybe you are the opposite. You are convinced World War III is just around the
corner.
How about starving to death? No food. No safe drinking water? (2 billion people on the planet
today already do not have access to safe drinking water!)
Anyone reading the voluminous information we have presented here knows that our whole
purpose is to give you valuable information on specifically where to survive the next 5 to 15
years on this planet. The 100 categories in our rating system really do cover every subject.
Statistics do not lie. However, statistics are cold hard facts, simply black and white, and
rarely have emotions.
Our “gut feeling‟ coupled with our world travels, feedback from expats, and the statistical
information we have gathered over the decades brings us to these conclusions:
Looking at all the ways people will die in the next 5 to 15 years gives us the best insight on
how to stay alive. War, disease, famine, natural disasters and ruthless governments are going
to be THE FIVE BIG KILLERS. We are convinced that the experts are correct; at least half
the current world’s population of 7.2 billion people will be dead in the next 5 to 15 years.
Therefore, we are convinced that Costa Rica, Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, Ecuador, Brazil,
New Zealand, and maybe Peru do indeed provide the best opportunity for survival. STATISTICALLY.
Is any country “perfect”? Oh please! We have said time and time again that there are NO perfect countries. There are none now and there will not be any during the global collapse. What
we ARE saying is that for survivability sake , these 7 countries afford the best opportunity to
live, and not die, from the BIG FIVE KILLERS in the next 5 to 15 years.
NOTE: For years, Argentina was the #1 safe haven due to their high numbers in the 200 survival categories. But the fact of the matter is Argentina continues to deteriorate in several
areas. They may improve in some and yet they are faltering in several. (Crime is way up- now
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almost equal to that of the US. Immigration is more difficult. Costs are dramatically higher,
yet still relatively ‘cheap’ compared to the US. ETC.) This is leveling the “playing field’, if
you will. MEANING that the top seven safe havens all have pros and cons. This is something
that YOU have to decide. Put YOUR personal needs and concerns into the mix and you CAN
come away with the best safe haven for YOU and YOUR family.
So, can everyone who wants to flee the US OR Europe to safety possibly all live in these safe
havens? Today the answer is “almost yes”. But don’t plan on it. They will shut their doors
long before that happens. The amount of immigration some of these countries are currently
experiencing is overwhelming their immigration systems. Once the stampede out of the US
and Europe begins to be too much for them, we expect the doors will shut, or at least become
extremely difficult to get in. By then, the dominos of death will be falling with dire consequences all over the world. There will be no turning back.
Uruguay, Chile, Argentina, and Ecuador will “fill up‟ with expats. Brazil and Bolivia will become safe havens for untold millions. Many will survive the collapse. The countries of Australia and New Zealand, as difficult as they are to get into, will be a safe haven for many. Will the
locals ‘rat out’ their immigrant neighbors? Time will tell.
The Central American countries, and especially Costa Rica, will receive a huge influx of
expats, as they have been receiving for the past decades. Central America is certainly better
than many other places (ie: all of Africa, Asia, most of Europe, and North America), but will
not reach the high probability of survivability that southern South America and New Zealand/
Australia has for surviving world war. But there are other ways people are going to die and
suffer from other than from world war. This is why Costa Rica in particular has been a top 5
safe haven for decades. It affords safety and a high quality of living now and for the future
due to many factors.
And the “elite” know this. Safe havens for the powerful (politically and economically) as well
as the rich are popping up all over Central and South America. The people who really know
what is going on and what is “coming down” in the near future are preparing to hunker down
– mostly in Central and South America.
Some of Europe will stay “intact”. Those who survive will come under the tyrannical authority of the globalists. Rights and freedoms will be extremely limited. Europeans who survive
may wish they were dead. Or they will be forced to join the globalists, like those Germans
who joined the Nazi Party to try and survive within the system. However, many failed because they only became canon fodder and pawns in the “game of war”.
The grim picture we paint here is our best assessment of the reality of what is truly happening
in our world. Putting our heads into the sand will accomplish nothing positive.
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So in summary, in our opinion, it is our advice to immediately prepare for leaving the United
States or Europe and head for any of our top 7 safe havens.
However, you may want to take note that there are many politicians who have placed their
trust in underground cities that have been built by their governments. These nations, especially Russia, the United States, and other nuclear powers, have put most of their “eggs in one
basket” (underground cities) to “save” their top leaders during The Collapse. When the time
comes for them to go underground, be assured you will not be invited to join them.)
#1 Uruguay is going to fare quite well. They will be prone to some disease due to their 2nd
World status. Rising seas, possible tsunamis, will have an adverse effect on the coastal population. But Uruguay shall be spared, for the most part, from the ill-effects of war and is going
to be more immune to dictatorial world powers than most nations. This is why they rate #1 in
the world.
#2 Chile is the #2 country for a reason. It is, after all, perfectly situated in southern South
America. It is between first and second world, and it does produce much food and basic goods
for its population. The natural disasters are a concern, as well as a government that seemingly
adopts globalist ideas rather easily. But there are some beautiful areas, certainly a lot of expats
in and around Santiago, and some beautiful lush green ‘paradise-like’ areas in the southern
part of the central valley. Just keep in mind the threat of earthquakes and volcanoes.
#3 Costa Rica has steadily maintained its position in the top 5 over all these years. In fact if
the trend continues, it may surpass Chile next year for the 2nd place position. Costa Rica is
on nearly all expat websites as one of the best expat countries in the world, and this is for a
very good reason. And the feedback from expats who have moved to Costa Rica is the most
positive of any of the top countries. This tells me that for those people who want to live in
Paradise before The Collapse devastates the planet, Costa Rica is a top choice. It is the closest
to the US for ease and cost of travel (and enticing your loved ones to join you.) It IS beautiful,
clean, eco-friendly, and PEACEFUL. I have chosen it as my safe haven for various reasons
that are explained at ESCAPE INSIDER.
#4 Argentina was the #1 country in the world for decades, but has been on a downward slide
for several years. The current government is very socialistic, the economy is tanking, and
crime is on the increase. Too many people immigrating to Argentina has forced them to put
the brakes on the number of people coming in. It is lower end 1st world, in the safe southern
hemisphere, has excellent food production, and will certainly be one of the best countries
in the world to survive World War 3. Its distance from the US is a concern for some American-expats.
#5 Ecuador is likeable in so many ways. The cost of living cannot be beat anywhere in the
world. IF you are poor with very little money AND/OR need to expatriate in a VERY short
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period of time, Ecuador just may well be your best bet. But because it is third world it shall
suffer some famine, disease, and oppression from its government. The natural disasters may/
should be a concern. But living in the “right” areas you can avoid the worst of the natural disasters. It is on the equator, so is not as safe as the southern parts of South America.
As stated earlier, in the case of those that are on the lower end of the financial scale, we highly
recommend Ecuador as possibly the best way to go. As long as you can live with fewer conveniences, less infrastructure, political instability, and the threat of volcanoes and earthquakes
– Ecuador may just be the right choice for you. Getting to Ecuador is cheaper than Argentina,
Chile, Uruguay, or New Zealand, as well as the cost of shipping containers (your personal
items.)
#6 New Zealand has been a personal favorite of mine, and maybe I am too hopeful in a positive way that the New Zealand government will not be ruthless to its people when they join
the New World Order and align themselves with the Luciferian globalists. I cannot rule out
the statistics that point to New Zealand as a potential safe haven with all the previous caveats
mentioned. I have spent quite a bit of time in New Zealand, and have loved every minute of
it. It is one of the cleanest and most beautiful countries in the world, in my opinion. But for
survivability and all things considered, it came in a tie for 5th Place in our Bottom Line, but we
gave it 6th Place due to the distance from the US (and costs to get there) and its globalist leanings. Not bad when you consider there are 194 WORSE (LESS safe -more deadly) countries
than New Zealand.
#7 Brazil has become incredibly expensive. Some expats tell us they love the area we have
recommended, but simply cannot afford it. They speak Portuguese, not Spanish. Life is less
sacred here, but for overall survivability, the two regions we recommend are safe from most of
the deadly and dangerous things coming to planet earth.

The Bottom Line
So our assessment based on an old school style grading system is listed below.
We put into parenthesis the percentage of people we estimate will die in each country (or
region) within the next 3 to 12 years from the BIG FIVE KILLERS. I have also placed
the most negative comment I could make about these BEST Safe Havens in the world
right behind their percentage projected death toll.
Rank Country Grade Percentage will die from the 5 Big killers in the next 3 -12 years
#1 Uruguay		
to live

A

(2%-8%) A top safe haven, but not a lot of choices where
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#2 Chile		
A
#3 Costa Rica A#4 Argentina A#5 Ecuador		
#6 New Zealand
concern
#7 Brazil		
B

(4%-8%) Natural disasters the main concern
(5%-10%) Paradise, but just north of the Equator
(5%-10%) Crime, difficulties with immigration are cons
B+ (6%-12%) 3rd World, and natural disasters a concern
B+ (8%-15%) English speaking – but globalist agenda the

#8 Peru		
C+
#8 Australia		
#9 Paraguay		
#10 Bolivia		
C

(12%-25%) Maybe worth looking at, but questionable
C+ (12%-25%) New World Order crowd runs the government
C
(13%-29%) A military dictatorship and 3rd world
(13%-30%) Very 3rd World

(10%-20%) High cost of living, Portuguese speaking the cons

The Northern South American countries (20%-65%) (Venezuela, Colombia, Guyana, Suriname, French Guiana)
Central American countries (25%-75%)
(Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador, Panama, Nicaragua, Belize)
Mexico (30%-85%)
The United States (60%-99% Upper end when involved in World War III)
Canada (25% - 65%)
Western European countries (15% - 45%)
(Portugal, Spain, France, Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg, Italy, Austria, Ireland, England,
etc.)
Scandinavian countries of Europe (15%-35%) (Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Finland)
Eastern European countries (25%-90%)
(Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic, Balkans countries, etc.) African countries (45% - 95%)
Middle Eastern countries (25% - 80%)
India and surrounding countries (25% - 75%) Southeast Asian countries (25% - 80%)
China (20%-65%)
Russia (25%-90%) Upper end if involved in WWIII) Japan/South Korea (20% - 45%)
The rest of Asia (25% - 90%) South Pacific (20% -75%)
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THE BIG FIVE KILLERS:
War: Death via any form of war. Nuclear war. Conflicts. Skirmishes. Border disputes. Projection: at least one fourth of all deaths will be due to war.
Disease: Epidemics of any disease, whether tropical or caused due to war or malnutrition.
Projection: almost one fourth of all deaths will be due to disease.
Famine: Starvation due to crop failure, sea life dying, and mismanagement of food and water
resources. The financial collapse will add to the death toll from starvation.
Projection: at least one fourth of all deaths will be due to famine.
Natural Disasters: Volcanoes, earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes, cyclones, floods, fires, avalanches, rising seas, storms, killer heat waves, etc.
Projection: ten percent of all deaths will be due to natural disasters.
Ruthless Governments: Leaders like Hitler, Stalin, Pol Pot, Ida Amin, Mugabe, the current
Sudanese government, and a host of other thugs who killed millions of their own people.
Think concentration camps, work camps, debtor’s prisons, relocation centers, etc.
The death toll in this BIG FIVE category (Ruthless Governments) includes civil wars, anarchy, riots, CRIME (murder), as well as other methods of dying due to either inept governments not able to keep law and order or their willingness to participate in the deaths of their
own people through false-flag events.
Projection: more than fifteen percent of all deaths will be due to ruthless governments.
The bottom line:
Read and re-read the vital reports on this website. Think things through and develop a
“game plan”.
Do what you think is best and do not let friends or family hinder what you know is right
for you.
(You never know when your decision to “take the lead” might end up being what saves
the lives of your loved ones!)
Start preparing NOW! Things can change for the worse at a moments notice. It is better
to be years “too early” than one minute too late.
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Start learning some Spanish now to make it easier on you later.
The Bottom Line on Where to Survive – Our Opinion

NOTE: FOR GREATER DETAILS AND INSIGHTS TO THE TOP 7 SAFE
HAVENS, CONSIDER SUBSCRIBING TO ESCAPE INSIDER. EVERY PRO
AND CON IS LISTED FOR THESE 7 SAFE HAVENS, WHICH GIVES A
COMPREHENSIVE PERSEPCTIVE THAT IS NOT PRESENTED HERE.
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